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Echo Street West is the thoughtful 
response to a modern lifestyle, 
rooted in Atlanta’s West End.  
State-of-the-art office spaces are surrounded by a curated blend of retail and dining 

experiences that spill out onto the Westside BeltLine Connector trail,providing 

unparelleled connectivity to the rest of the city. Wellness is at the center of every decision, 

twist, and turn that this development has taken and we can’t wait to write our office tenants 

into the bigger story of this property, this neighborhood, and this city.
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TIMBER+  
GLASS
A cutting-edge exterior-core design is what sets the 
offices at Echo Street West apart.

PRIVATE BALCONIES FOR EACH SUITE

INVISIBLE BURIED PARKING

TECH-DRIVEN BUILDING ACCESS

CLEAN BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

LOCKER ROOM WITH SHOWERS

ON-SITE BIKE STORAGE
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THE SPECS

4 Story Mid-Rise Office Building

*sample floor plan

272,932 Total RSF

Cutting Edge Steel, Timber, and Glass

65,000 SF Typical Floorplates

15’ High Windows on Top Floor

Private, Exterior Balconies On Every Floor

Designed for Wellness with Exterior Cores and 
Clean Building Technology

765 ECHO
Mid-Rise Office Building









THE VILLAGE As a crossroads of culture, commerce, and creativity, this Village of Ideas is united with the best of 

downtown Atlanta via major roadways, pathways, and public transit—including sitting directly on the 

BeltLine and shuttles to MARTA.



THE SPECS

21,273 Total RSF

2 story Creative Office Building

Pocket Patios, Exterior Balcony and 
Transom Skylights Accentuate Light 
and Volume

745 ECHO
Creative Loft Office Building



THE NEST Bring business outside with our highly collaborative outdoor environment. The Nest provides ample 

greenspace with private enclaves perfect for small gatherings of both business and leisure.

Tenant Amenity Center

Tenants will have access to a 

3,000 SF amenity center that 

includes a variety of seating  

and meeting areas, patio space 

and bar, as well as a 5,000 SF 

commercial gym.



Our location brings all of our tenants a thoughtfully designed amenity center 

complete with a 5000 SF commercial gym.

TENANT AMENITY SPACE

Tenants can enjoy our Westside Motor Lounge- an outdoor event space and 

food truck oasis tucked in the front pocket of ESW. The office area boasts 

33k SF of space dedicated to food and beverage with an outdoor patio and an 

additional 50k SF of locally dirven food and retail just steps away.

Guardian Works, now open, is a 20,000 SF historic, adaptive reuse 

venue that includes a spacious event lawn and covered patio perfect 

for hosting food trucks. Located next door is Guardian Studios– 16K 

SF maker spaces/artist studios also now open. Westside Motor 

Lounge is added to the energetic environment, an additional 33,500 

SF open-air bar and dining experience opening soon.

RETAIL + DINING

Guardian Studios is an art gallery and maker space located just steps behind 

our office building, providing tenants with a trove of creative inspiration.

Guardian Works adaptive reuse venue space is Atlanta’s newest Westside 

venue. The 13,000-square foot event space can comfortably accommodate 

1,200 guests.

ART SPACES

ADAPTIVE VENUE SPACE

Echo Street West sits alongside the Westside Connector to the Westside 

Beltline Trail providing more access and better options for commuting. Ample 

bike parking is available on site.

DIRECT TRAIL ACCESS

PURSUING WELL BUILDING 
CERTIFICATIONDESIGNED  

FOR  
HEALTHY  
LIVING

70k
SF OF INDOOR/OUTDOOR EVENT, 
ARTIST, AND F&B SPACE



Find us at the intersection of

TECHNOLOGY +
COMMUNITY

It’s more than a modern workspace— it’s a part of one of Atlanta’s most 
storied neighborhoods; a community we’re very proud to be a part of.

Location is everything...but so is culture, and Atlanta has one to brag 
about. Since acquiring this property, we have worked with local leaders 
and non-profit organizations to think of ways that we can preserve the 
neighborhood values, celebrate the history and give back to the people 
that make this city so special.



Georgia Tech offers the #2 annualized ROI in 

higher education in the nation with enrollment of 

over 36K students and is under a mile away.

GEORGIA TECH

90+ acre master planned mixed-use development 

recently purchased by Microsoft located just over 

a mile away from ESW.

MICROSOFT MASTER DEVELOPMENT

The Atlanta BeltLine is the most comprehensive 

revitalization effort ever undertaken in the City of 

Atlanta and among the largest, most wide-ranging 

urban redevelopment and mobility projects 

currently underway in the United States.

BELTLINE

Just over one mile away is the new 26.5 million 

Westside Park, home to Atlanta’s largest 

greenspace at over 280 acres. Upon completion, 

the park will connect the Proctor Creek Greenway 

and the Chattahoochee corridor with the BeltLine.

WESTSIDE PARK AT BELLWOOD QUARRY
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